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Macel Samba
Built for core stability

Try it now in Sauda, Norway

Macel Samba is the obvious choice of saddle for you who strive for core stability in both
yourself as a rider and your horse. An extremely close contact saddle that almost integrates
with the horse's back. Designed to create stability in the horseback and give the rider
maximum opportunity to interact with minimal changes in the muscle tone. Less deep and
has less knee support than other dressage saddles.
Try the Macel Samba
On Monday September
30, you will have the
opportunity to ride in the
Macel Samba and try it
on your own horse.
• Does it cost anything to
try the saddle?
No!
• Do I have to buy the
saddle?
No!
• Can I have a complete
saddle fitting made if I
am interested in buying
the saddle?
Yes!
09:00-10:00 Lecture
Katrin Wallberg will tell
you what you should
think about when you
choose a saddle, to make
it easier to activate the
core muscles of both the
rider and the horse
10:00Test riding saddles
Measuring the pelvis of
the riders
Measuring the back of
the horses

Info and booking
Stephanie Birkeland
• tlf 40013006
• FB messenger
• stbirkeland@gmail.com

With the Samba saddle, Macel
has found the perfect
combination between stability
and flexibility. The result is a
saddle with almost magic fitting
on the horseback, that follows
the curvature of the back and
lies completely centered and
still. It’s unique close contact
minimises the imbalances
between horse and rider.

A saddle can never straighten a skewed horse, but the Macel Samba
makes it easier for the rider to stay centered and sit balanced, which is a
prerequisite for straightening the horse and create a true lift in the chest.

Every saddle is custom
made to fit both the
horse’s back, the
rider’s pelvis and legs
and the customer’s
requests about colours
of the leather and
thread.

